QUEEN OF HEAVEN CEMETERY – HOLY INNOCENTS SECTION

(Memorial Stone “In Memory of the Unborn Child” donated by the State of Colorado Knights of Columbus)

Rose-colored Memorial Marker

#4 Cremated remains (unnamed) (2017)
#6 Cremated remains (unnamed) (2017)
#12 Joseph Rosebaugh (2018)

#3 Cremated remains (multiple dates/names) (2017)
#7 Cremated remains Celia Robert (2017)
#10 Alex Joseph Chatterton (2018)
#14 Alexander J. Watson (2018)

#5 David Lee Foxworthy (2017)
#8 Ava Josephine Austin (2017)
#11 PJ McCarthy (2018)

Plain Rose-colored Marker Stone

#1 Cremated remains (unnamed & undated)
#2 Mary Louise Pape (2015)

Current as of: 02/01/2019